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The Napoleon Series 
 
The Bailen Enquiry Part X: the Development of the Legal Process 
 
By Susan Howard 
 
Paris, January 5th 1810, Napoleon to Regnaud: 
 

“Comte Regnaud, the affair of Dupont, Marescot, and Vedel canno t remain 
longer in suspense and it is desirable that the public learns to see it in its true 
light. I desire therefore that, in terms of the Constitution, you should make a 
detailed report to the court, with the supporting documents, to demand that the 
affair should be referred to the High Court. This demand will be presented to 
me by the Arch-chancellor or by any other which will be a reason for printing 
the pieces and ordering their transmission to the High Court. After that the 
operations of the High Court will follow.” 

 
At the same time he sent Regnaud a dossier of 42 documents which was 
acknowledged on the 15th. On the 6th Regnaud summoned Fouquet, the prosecutor 
of Rouen, to act as his substitute at the High Court; on the 8th he interrogated 
Poinsot. After this flurry of activity nothing more happened till August 1810 (was 
Napoleon distracted by his new marriage?) when, on the 7th, Cambaceres notified 
Regnaud that the Emperor was demanding a report on the matter and would like it by 
that evening. Regnaud managed to produce it on August 10th. 
 

“Sire, according to the dispositions of the act of the Constitutions of May 18th 
1804, I am rendering an account to YM of the current state of the procedure 
made by the magistrates of the High Court on the capitulat ion of Bailen. In the 
first part of this report I will explain the Instruction which has taken place up to 
this day. In the second I will give an analysis of the facts according to the 
contents of this Instruction and the documents in my hands. Finally I will 
present my ideas on the result of the affair.” 

 
Regnaud’s report was lengthy and I am only giving the main points. He began by 
listing the interrogations and concluded  
 

“To complete the Instruction and to prove the important facts it would have 
been necessary to hear several general and superior officers of the divisions 
which were at Bailen but some of them are still held prisoner, other are actively 
employed in Spain and I did not believe I should call them till the moment when 
they could be heard at the same time for the preliminary instruction and, if this 
has taken place, for the judgement of the affair.” 

 
In the second part he gave a detailed account of the events of June and July 1808 
which I will leave out at this point. The third part was the discussion of the conduct of 
each accused. He began with Marescot, laying out the extenuating circumstances, 
notably his reluctance to become involved, but concluding, “All the same, he was 
wrong to put his name to a treaty of which he seems to have strongly felt the shame, 
he was wrong to have discussed and consented to one of the articles which accused 
the soldiers of having pillaged churches at Cordova and Jaen and the generals of 
having allowed it.” He then went on to Villoutreys’ accusation that Maresco t had 
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disguised himself in Spanish uniform. He admitted that Marescot denied it but said 
the accusation was so serious that he considered that the investigation should 
continue on the point. 
 
For Dupont, the main accusation related to the treaty: that he had accepted the truce 
without adequate precautions; that he had given orders to Vedel that he no longer 
had the right to give and stopped his successful attack; that he had applied the truce 
to two victorious divisions; that he had ordered the return of the prisoners and guns 
“which were the price of their blood and which belonged to HM”; that he had notified 
Vedel on the 21st of a treaty which was only signed on the 22nd; that the treaty had 
put into the power of the enemy two divisions “whose presence in La Mancha would 
have changed the fate of Spain”; that he sent a negotiator without instructions and 
added to this an officer without authority. Finally, that he subscribed to degrading 
conditions and paid shameful attention to the preservation of the baggage which 
contained the pillage of a town belonging to the Emperor’s brother; that this baggage 
was carried by 800 vehicles which delayed the march of the army and exposed the 
troops to defeat by partial combats. It was added that this baggage train had come 
from Cordova, where Dupont had abandoned his sick and that it had accompanied 
him as far as Port Ste Marie where it was looted by the people. “All these facts are 
not proved but all are mentioned in the documents, all call for a solemn examination, 
several appear to be true.” 
 
With regard to Vedel, the accusations made against him by Dupont were mentioned 
but dismissed as not being the province of the court. Regnaud outlined the 
accusations against him as having ceased fighting on the 19th on Dupont’s order; of 
having returned, also under orders, the prisoners and guns; of having submitted to 
the capitulation and returned from Ste Helene. Regnaud asked rhetorically whether 
these things could be attributed to him as crimes given that he justified them by 
military obedience and concluded that he should not be included in any accusation. 
Regnaud also considered that Chabert had only obeyed orders and should not be 
included in the accusation.  
 
Villoutreys, however, was charged with having taken a significant part in the 
negotiations and also that, “From Bailen to Madrid he gave, without authorisation, 
orders or advice which lead to the loss of all that belonged to the French army from 
Guarroman up to Manzanares. And he is reproached with having put the care of his 
person and his properties before the duty of coming to render an account of his 
dismal mission. All these facts need to be submitted to a more extended and more 
rigorous examination.” Legendre and the paymasters Plauzoles and Leremboure had 
been interrogated over the funds taken at Cordova and there was some mystery 
about this that needed further investigation. 
 
In the fourth part Regnaud looked at the legal position: he considered that the High 
Court was competent to judge the matter under article 101 of the Act of 18 May 1804 
since a Grand Officer of the Empire was being charged and also under the paragraph 
of the same article which covered disobedience by generals who contravened their 
instructions. Including Vedel in the capitulation seemed to be a violation of the 
instructions of a general in chief. It was not clear what punishment the High Court 
could impose but he was sure it would be proportional to the gravity of the offence.  
 
Towards the end of 1809 and during 1810 the various accused had, on medical 
advice, been transferred from the Abbaye to maisons de santé under the guard of 
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gendarmes. In October 1810 the officer in charge notified Regnaud that he had 
authorised Dupont to go and stay with his father-in-law at Ternes. Regnaud sent him 
a severe reprimand and an order to reverse the decision. However, in 1811 Dupont 
wrote to Clarke from Ternes so he must have been allowed back. Chabert, who had 
been declared innocent by Regnaud, had no income but his pay of which he was only 
receiving one third, out of which he had to pay the gendarme who supervised him. He 
had a wife and daughter to support, his son had been killed serving in Spain. In 
February 1811 he wrote to Clarke begging for his pay to be restored and again in 
September 1811: this time Clarke wrote to Napoleon asking permission to give 
Chabert the pay for his rank; the letter was returned marked ‘refused.’  
 
Nothing further seems to have happened till April 20th 1811 when Regnaud wrote to 
Clarke that he was sending his report to a commission, chosen by the Emperor and 
presided over by the Arch-chancellor, to be examined. The report of the commission 
in the archives of the ministry of Justice was, Titeux reports, unsigned and therefore it 
is unknown who the members were. The date is also uncertain.  
 
The commission listed the evidence collected by Regnaud, adding that “a great 
number of necessary witnesses had not been called”, they noted the charges against 
each of the accused: Vedel and Chabert were still on the list, and still in custody, in 
spite of Regnaud’s conclusion that they had only obeyed orders.  
 
They considered the case against Dupont, agreeing that the capitulation was “an act 
of the most inconceivable cowardice” which had “gravely compromised the security of 
the State” and that recalling the divisions Vedel and Dufour was an abuse of power 
but that none of these things constituted a crime under the existing laws. Certain acts 
of cowardice were punishable: the commandant who surrendered a besieged fortress 
prematurely, the officer who did not answer the call to arms, a soldier who threw away 
his arms in a combat, but there was no law punishing a crime of cowardice in general. 
He might be charged with prevarication or disobedience which were crimes for the 
High Court but the law which set it up had not determined any penalties. 
Compromising the security of the State was not a specific crime either: the penal 
code of 1791 had a section on ‘crimes against the exterior security of the State’ but 
they only applied to acts concerted with the enemy or his agents. Abuse of power 
committed by a general was placed in the attributions of the High Court but, again, 
without allowing for any penalties. Nothing could be found to cover it in any previous 
penal codes. 
 
The military penal code of 1793 had an article which stated that a charge of treason, 
with the death penalty, applied to “Any army general or division commander who 
should be convicted of having neglected to employ all the means in his power to 
assure the magazines, the convoys and to guarantee the munitions if they should fall 
in whole or part into the hands of the enemy.” By allowing the munitions of the 
divisions Vedel and Dufour to fall into the hands of the enemy Dupont could be held 
guilty under this article.  
 
They foresaw difficulties in getting this accepted by the judges of the High Court; 
some of whom were unfamiliar with criminal cases and some of whom might be 
predisposed in favour of Dupont. It might be held that the legislation was not intended 
to cover a case like this. The commission went on to explain at length why they 
though it could be justified. “If it is proved that General Dupont committed 
depredations in the town of Cordova; if it is proved that the product of these 
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depredations made part, at the time of the capitulat ion of Bailen, of the baggage of 
General Dupont; it will rest proven that General Dupont only subscribed to the 
shameful conditions of the capitulation to assure the conservation of these thefts, or 
at least that the motive accounted for something in his cowardly determination, and, 
in consequence it will rest proven that there is a connection between the capitulation 
of Bailen and the thefts committed by General Dupont …... But it is necessary, before 
taking him before that Court, to gather new proofs on the fact of the misappropriations 
of Cordova.” 
 
The French had retaken Cordova some time previously but no information on the 
previous capture and pillage had been requested by the prosecutor.  
 
Marescot could be charged as the accomplice of Dupont: Marescot  being a grand-
officer of the Crown could only be judged by the High Court so it was necessary to 
bring Dupont before this court. The charge against Vedel was that he had obeyed the 
orders of Dupont at a time when he should no longer have recognised his right to 
command. It was hard to decide whether Vedel knew the position but since the 
charge was material he should be submitted to the debates. Chabert had aided the 
negotiation of the capitulation but had acted under orders and could not be 
reproached for it but for ‘the manifestation of the truth’ that he should be put on trial 
with Dupont. Villoutreys could not be charged if he had only acted as the agent of 
Dupont but it was shown by the investigation that he had exceeded his orders and 
had provoked them. There was also a separate offence relating to the orders he gave 
on the road to Madrid but this was not a matter for the High Court.  
 
“But supposing that there was no doubt on the application of the law cited in the first 
part to the case against Dupont and others, were there not still inconveniences in 
sending the matter to the High Court?” Firstly, the Court was not yet assembled and 
there would be diverse opinions in this large body which, in the absence of a precise 
law, might lead to the acquittal of the accused. It seemed to the commission that this 
was not a risk to which the government should be exposed. There followed several 
paragraphs of legal argument at the end of which the commission did ask itself 
whether it was advisable to use a law dating from the Terror: whether this was 
“beneath the greatness of the current time”.  
 
It would be possible to judge the case by a Senatus Consultum on the basis of 
Regnaud’s report but it was not possible to inflict punishment since it would be 
retroactive to the crime; a commission of the high-police might be able to decide the 
penalties to impose but they could not be proportional to the crimes, however, the 
Sovereign could order the deprivation of ranks, titles and decorations and police 
measures could order perpetual exile from the Court and the armies. 
 
The commission ended by recommending that a form of grand jury composed of the 
grand dignitaries of the Empire should be assembled to hear and judge the 
prosecutor’s report. This would give the most reliable  result which could be solemnly 
published for the best publicity 
 
There was a further long delay till December 1811 when Napoleon instructed 
Regnaud to address a report to Cambaceres, the Arch-chancellor, which he did by 
making minor alterations to his report of 1810. In some extra paragraphs he insisted 
that the High Court was competent to judge the affair but that further enquiries were 
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needed to establish the facts. Cambaceres then addressed a report to the Emperor 
dated January 26th 1812 which, since it was acted on, I quote in full. 
 

“Sire, the prosecutor-general of YM at the Imperial High Court, has just 
informed me, in terms of article 119 of the Act of the Constitution of May 18th 
1804, that there are grounds for assembling the High Court to judge General 
Dupont and his co-accused.” 

 
“In the report which precedes this request the prosecutor-general has given me 
an account of the state of the Instruction, the facts from the Instruction and the 
documents, the examination that he has made of the conduct of each accused 
and finally his own ideas on the pursuit of this affair. This report seeming to me 
fit to settle the ideas of YM I am taking the liberty of presenting it to him at the 
same time as I beg him to give me his orders.” 

 
“While rendering justice to the work of the prosecutor-general I believe that it is 
my duty to explain to YM some considerations that seem to carry great weight. 
The prosecutor-general has established the competence of the High Court by 
the nature of the crimes which concern the external security of the State and by 
the rank of one of the accused in such a way that he appears to have no 
hesitation in convoking it. However, several reasons make me regard this as 
impracticable. The Act of the Constitution of May 18th 1804 is evident ly 
incomplete in the part which deals with the Imperial High Court; it is announced 
there that a particular Senatus-Consultum would contain the remainder of the 
dispositions which should regulate the organisation and the action of this Court. 
This work has not yet been prepared. The more YM appreciates the importance 
of this the more he has believed it necessary to bring maturity to the 
deliberations which will settle the results. To reunite the High Court today 
would be to assemble a body whose action is not completely regulated and 
which will be stopped at each step by the insufficiency of the Law. Would it be 
suitable to adjourn this assembly until the Senatus-Consultum has been 
delivered? Then we would be exposing ourselves to be judging by a new law, 
crimes anterior to the existence of the same law. This retroactive system is not 
in the principles of YM, nor in those of a good social organisation. Under this 
first point of view, and as being charged with directing the work of the High 
Court, I cannot be of the opinion that it should be assembled.” 

 
“Sending the case to the ordinary tribunals seems to me equally impossible: 
firstly, because of the rank of one of the accused who, as a Grand-Officier of 
the Empire, cannot be tried by the ordinary tribunals for facts reputed criminal; 
secondly, by the nature of the affair which touches on politics and the honour of 
the Nation. I do not, therefore, see that it is possible in the present state of 
things to submit the affair of Bailen to judicial pursuit and I estimate that it is 
not a circumstance to be regretted.”  

 
“The bad faith of the enemy who violated all the conditions of the capitulation 
has determined them not to give any publicity to this act. It is consoling to think 
that there will remain only a vague memory of an event which it is necessary to 
destroy to the last traces. If one engages in judicial debate the Court chosen 
will be presented with a copy of the capitulation, it will scrutinize all the articles 
with a detailed analysis; it will thus deliver them to the commentary of all 
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Europe. This opinion appears so certain to me that I do not presume there is 
any need to justify it any further.” 

 
“However, sire, I regard it as urgent to conclude this affair. It is necessary to 
satisfy the rights of justice and the honour of the French name; it is necessary 
to put an end to the incertitudes of the accused. To attain this aim, my opinion 
is that YM should not permit the convocation of the High Court and that he 
should order the formation of a Council of Enquiry, composed of the great 
personages of the state. Before this Council the prosecutor-general will present 
the accusation; the accused will be heard in person and without being assisted 
by defenders. There will be no question of a judgement to be given but of an 
advice to be submitted to YM, which will put him in the way of pronouncing in 
the knowledge of the facts which cannot be delivered to the proof of judicial 
debate.” 

 
“The Council of Enquiry will examine all the documents and will give its advice 
on the degree of culpability of the separate accused, also on the motives that 
could recommend some of them to your clemency. Finally, the Council, in its 
advice, without pronouncing any afflictive penalty, will be able to conclude that 
YM should be requested to withdraw from those judged truly guilty the titles, 
distinctions, the advantages that they hold from the Imperial bounty of YM.”  

 
“In concluding these observations, I beg YM anew to have the goodness to give 
me his orders touching the request of his prosecutor-general concerning the 
convocation of the Imperial High Court.” 

 
Napoleon replied on February 12th 1812 accepting Cambaceres’ arguments and 
enclosing a decree ordering the formation of the Council of Enquiry to be assembled 
on February 17th. The decree set out the arrangements for the Council: [the 
composition will be given below]I only give the most significant clauses:  
 

Article 4: “The prosecutor-general will present to the Council of Enquiry the act 
of accusation and will bring the accused before it. He will provide for all 
measures of security that the circumstances could make necessary.” 

 
Article 5: “The Council of Enquiry, after having heard the reading of all the 
documents of the instruction, will hear the accused separately and can even 
confront them with each other. Our prosecutor-general will then give his 
conclusions.” 

 
Article 6: “The Council of Enquiry will pronounce its opinion on the different 
ndividuals included and named in the act of accusation, also on the 
dispositions that it believes are applicable to each of them...” 

 
On February 13th Cambaceres sent out the necessary order summoning the 
members of the Council for the 17th. On the 16th Clarke wrote to the Emperor asking 
to be excused because he had too much work. He also enclosed a letter from Dupont 
which he begged the Emperor to read, invoking his former friendship with him and his 
lively interest for his misfortune. He was not excused and the letter, if read, was 
ineffective.  
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Cambaceres wrote to Regnaud on the 17th asking him to send him a précis of the act 
of accusation “I need to see it before the copies are delivered. Tomorrow I will tell you 
my motives. You have acted wisely in not consenting to the printing of your report. 
Nothing in this affair must be published.” There followed a piece of legal technicality 
and the letter concluded, “Take care not to speak of this letter.” In a postscript: “Give 
orders that the accused are brought back to the prisons as I have invited you.”  
 
REPORT of the sittings of the Council of Enquiry instituted by the imperial decree of 
12 February 1812:  
 

“In the year 1812, February 17th, the council of Enquiry established by the 
Imperial Decree of the 12th of the same month, to give its advice on those who 
had taken part in the capitulation of Baylen, met at 11am at the palace of the 
Tuileries, in the chamber of sittings of the Conseil d’Etat, under the presidency 
of the Prince Arch-chancellor of the Empire (Cambaceres), in virtue of an order 
delivered by His Serene Highness to the prosecutor-general of His Majesty at 
the Imperial High Court, and the letters of convocation addressed by the said 
prosecutor-general to each of the persons named in the said decree.” 

 
“The members of the Council of enquiry present were: 

 
His Serene Highness the prince de Neufchatel, Vice-Constable (Berthier) 
His Serene Highness the prince de Benevente, Vice Grand-elector (Talleyrand) 
His Excellence the duc de Massa, Grand Judge, Minister of Justice (Regnier)  
His Excellence the duc de Feltre, Minister of war (Clarke) 
His Excellence the comte de Cessac, minister director of the war administration 
(Lacuée) 
His Excellence the marshal duc de Conegliano (Moncey) 
His Excellence the marshal duc d’Istrie (Bessieres) 
His Excellence the comte de Lacepede, Grand Chancellor of the legion 
d’Honneur and annual President of the senate 
His Excellence the comte de Laplace, Chancellor of the Senate 
His Excellencethe comte Defermon, Minister of State, President of the section 
of finances of the Conseil d’Etat 
Monsieur the comte Boulay, President of the section of legislation of the conseil 
d’etat 
Monsieur the comte Muraire, Councillor of State, first president of the Court of 
Appeal 
Monsieur Garnier, Clerk in chief of the Imperial High court, fulfilling the 
functions of clerk for the Council of enquiry.” 

 
“The Prince Arch-chancellor informed the council of the motives for its 
formation and the object of the mission confided to it by His Majesty. The clerk 
in chief read the Imperial decree of the 12th February. Their Excellences 
Comte Dejean, Comte Andreossy and Comte Ganteaume had been named in 
the decree but the prince Arch-chancellor announced that none of them were 
able to be present since they were called to preside over the electoral college 
of their departments and their absence had been approved by His Majesty.” 

 
On the evening of the 17th marshal Moncey, commander of the Gendarmerie, notified 
Regnaud that he had received his letter [presumably a response to the postscript of 
Cambaceres earlier that day] and had given the necessary orders to put it into effect. 
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The court was thus in session before the accused had even been gathered and 
presumably before they had any notice of it.  
 
 
To be continued. 
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